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Tim Daly campaigns for Clinton on campus

Vol. 106, no. 14

New UNH sorority Phi
Sigma Sigma to accept
around 190 members
By Gabrielle
Lamontagne
STAFF WRITER

Madison Neary/Staff

Tim Daly and Democratic members of the UNH community hold posters in support of
Hillary Clinton.
By Madison Neary
STAFF WRITER
Approximately 93 million eligible voters in the
United States did not cast a ballot in the 2012 presidential election, according to the Bipartisan Policy
Center’s 2012 Voter Turnout Report.
Actor Tim Daly, known for his roles in “Private
Practice,” “Madam Secretary” and “Wings,” traveled throughout New Hampshire on Tuesday, Oct.
18, campaigning for Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton and encouraging Granite State
residents to vote on Election Day. His second stop

of the day was at 10 a.m. in front of Horton Hall at
UNH, where he enthusiastically took photos, signed
autographs, talked to passersby and beseeched students to vote.
“I think every vote is important, but particularly
young people; they’re making a choice now that is
going to affect their lives for a long time to come,”
Daly said. “The direction of our country is at stake,
for people to say that it doesn’t matter or to be complacent about it, I think is naive.”
Daly continued on page 3

TNH Alumni Series
Ken Johnson ‘15
Staff Writer

By Elizabeth
Clemente
MANAGING EDITOR
Q: What do you do now?
A: I currently write and
produce a roughly biweekly interview column for an entertain-

ment website.
ries of going to the Associated
Q: What is your favorite Collegiate Press conference in
UNH or TNH memory?
Philadelphia with other TNH
A: My favorite TNH staff members.
memory was getting to ride in
Q: Do you have any advice
a Blackhawk helicopter while to current TNH staff members,
writing a piece for TNH on
ROTC. I also have fond memo- Alumni continued on page 3

Student Senate passes UNH PD accreditation resolution
By Brendon Burns
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
           
A resolution passed by the
UNH Student Senate on Sunday,
Oct. 16 approved the UNH Police
Department accreditation with the
purpose of congratulating and recognizing the department for their
work. The intention of the resolution is to show the UNH student
body that their police department
is a commendable organization
that keeps the community safe.
In order for a police department to be accredited, the Commission on Accreditation for Law
Enforcement Agencies, Inc. (CA-

Opening their doors for the
first time on the UNH campus
this year is the Phi Sigma Sigma
sorority.
Though the sorority is still
in the recruiting process, the ultimate bid day for the group will
be Sunday, Oct 23.
“We are hoping to accept
around 190 girls. So far we have
over 300 girls who have ap-

girls about how an established
chapter works,” Silverman said.
According to Silverman,
Phi Sigma Sigma UNH chapter
founders are hoping to have an
executive board selected within
the next month and a half.
“These girls have the opportunity to join a new chapter
on campus and start everything
from the beginning that can continue on for years here at UNH,”
Silverman said,
Junior sociology major
Annette McNulty is one of the
many UNH undergrads who now

LEA) needs to comply with the
newly approved 484 standards
that address all aspects of police
work.
Student Senate Judiciary Affairs Chairman Brennan Pouliot
and Student Body Vice-President
Carley Rotenberg met with UNH
Police Department Accreditation
Manager Allison Jean met earlier
this week to discuss accreditation
status.
Pouliot said that he is impressed with the university police’s proactivity. Pouliot said he
typically meets with UNH Police
Department Captain Steven Lee
once a month to discuss upcom-

ing concerns, such as Halloween
weekend activities.
According to the UNH
website, the university police
go through an accreditation process every three years. Jean has
worked closely with Student Senate to draft the resolution for the
UNH Police Department accreditation, which the university applied for in April 2016.
The role Pouliot plays as judiciary affairs chairman is that he
oversees matters regarding public safety, legal services and the
resolution
continued on page 3

Courtesy of annette McNulty

The national Phi Sigma Sigma chapter was selected by UNH
to accommodate the growing demand for sorority life.
plied,” Phi Sigma Sigma Leadership Development Consultant
Marissa Silverman said.
With a national headquarters for the organization in
Elkridge, Maryland, the group
hopes to continue growing.
“We have a lot of other
chapters in the area and UNH
selected our sorority to come
to campus,” Silverman said.
“We’re trying to expand across
the nation.”
According to Silverman,
UNH fraternity and sorority recruitment numbers are increasing, and since each sorority can
only hold so many members,
there was a need for more sorority options on campus. UNH
reached out to Phi Sigma Sigma
to start a chapter on the Durham
campus to allow for another
choice on this matter.
For the next week or so, the
group will hold informational
presentations and group interviews in order to get to know
candidates. “At the end of the
week we will have another chapter from the area to talk to the

have interest in joining the newest sorority on campus.
“I think it’s cool to be a
founder of the sorority, not just
a member,” McNulty said. “This
community seems really appealing to me. One of my roommates
is doing it too, so that’s helpful.
Trying something new is always
good, too.”
Silverman noted that the
group has been promised it’s
own sorority house for next fall
2017, though the location hasn’t
been finalized.
Overall, the group appears
to have a positive outlook on the
situation as a whole.
“We’re excited to be here.
Everyone has been very welcoming, including other fraternities and sororities,” Silverman
said. “It’s a unique opportunity
to be a founder of a Phi Sigma
Sigma chapter on campus.”
McNulty issued a similar
sense of expression, saying that
she was excited for “being a part
of a group, making more friends,
being part of a community and
doing community service.”
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Daly continued from page 1
New Hampshire is an important swing state according to
UNH senior College Democrats
member and Clinton Campaign
fellow Alana Davidson. Though
the Granite State is small, holding only four electoral votes,
Davidson said that historically
those votes have gone to either
the Democratic or the Republican party. The winning party then
holds an advantage, which is why
Davidson said it is so important

“abdicating” an important aspect
of American citizenship.
“Not voting is not making a
point at all,” Daly said. “No one
is going to register it as a protest or as some kind of statement
about the state of affairs of the
country. It’s just going to seem
like they don’t care.”
Junior therapeutic recreation major Kyla Madden was
among the dozens of students
who stopped and talked politics
with Daly on Tuesday morning.
Madden, a huge fan of Daly, discussed how celebrity stumping

Brendon Burns/Staff

Staff Writer Madison Neary interviews Tim Daly on the
importance of voting.
for New Hampshire residents to
vote, regardless of who it is for.
Davidson said that New
Hampshire will also determine
the senate majority depending on
who wins in November: Democratic New Hampshire Governor
Maggie Hassan or Republican
incumbent Senator Kelly Ayotte.
“The state [New Hampshire]
is split pretty evenly not looking
at college students,” Davidson
said. “We have a large number of
votes on our campus that could go
either way.”
Daly is not new to New
England. He said that as a kid
he attended camp in Keene and
has also spent time living in Vermont. He said that he thinks New
Englanders are practical and free
thinking people, and also that he
hopes they will therefore make
the decision to vote on Nov. 8,
preferably for Clinton. Daly said
that by not voting, citizens are

may be the one little thing students need to take 30 seconds out
of their busy day to learn about
the election and voting. Madden said that when students see
people they look up to engaged
in politics, it encourages them to
do the same.
“Your vote matters everywhere,” Madden said. “But it
really matters in states like New
Hampshire.”
The election is less than
three weeks away, and undecided
voters must soon make their decision between the two candidates. Daly said that he believed
that one of these candidates has
had a life-long devotion to public
service, while the other has been
devoted to only self-service.
“I think that the people of
the United States would rather
have someone who is interested
in helping the public than just
helping themselves,” Daly said.
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Resolution
continued from page 1
office of community standards,
while also ensuring that the UNH
Police Department is prepared for
crisis situations.
“Standards are revised by
a board of commissioners regularly,” Jean said. “[The standards]
change to meet the needs of the
community and law enforcement
best practices.”
The UNH Police Department
is also accredited by the International Association of Campus
Law Enforcement Administrators
(IACLEA), which includes other
specific standards that are particular to the UNH campus, ranging
from blue-light safety phones
to compliance with the both the
Jeanne Clery Act and matters concerning Title IX.
The Clery Act requires all
colleges and universities receiving federal funding to share information regarding crime on cam-

Alumni
continued from page 1
journalism majors or UNH students in general?
A: My advice for TNH staff
members is to not just show up
at meetings and take the pitches
from the meetings. Bring your
own pitches. All of you know the
campus and being able to find
your own stories will benefit you
in the future. For journalism majors, write for TNH. Not only will
it help you hone your craft, but it
is a fun way to get to know your
campus better than most students
will ever get to know it. For everyone at UNH, explore your interests at UNH– you will never
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pus, efforts to improve campus
safety and to inform the public of
all crime in or around campus.
Title IX states, “No person
in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the
benefits of or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.”
According to Jean, CALEA’s
standards include requiring university police to develop transparent policies, promote accountability with the community and the
law enforcement agency, establish best practices and strengthen
ties with the community.
“Accreditation encourages
using [the] best policies and practices to conduct our job,” Jean
said. “This includes our agency
reaching out to the community
of students, staff and faculty for
feedback and information on how
we can improve our services, what
types of programs they would like
to see and how we can continue to

keep the campus safe.”
Former Student Body President Cameron Cook spoke at the
public hearing during the accreditation on-site visit, according to
Jean, and university police also
reached out to various marketing
students to help develop marketing and recruitment plans to attract a diversified police workforce.
In an effort to ensure campus safety, the UNH Police Department has taught several active shooter training seminars for
students and staff members. They
have also provided women’s selfdefense classes and addressed
other topics important to student
safety.
“I’m just really proud of the
police department,” Pouliot said.
“Recently there are more regulations that they have to have and
they’ve been proactively doing
those before they’re mandated by
CALEA, so they’ve been doing a
really job good staying ahead of
the curve.”

know when they will help you out
in the real world; and take some
study abroad classes, the memories will last forever.
Q: Do you remember one
specific “big” story published
while you were on staff, or a particular story that you worked on
which stands out to you?
A: The story that stands out to
me the most that I worked on was
Associate Professor Marco Dorfsman, who was let go for altering
a colleague’s student evaluations.
The reason that story stands out
to me is because it was my first
time actually working with breaking news right after I was hired on
as a staff writer. I ended up doing
five articles, if I remember cor-

rectly, about that story throughout
my time at TNH.
Q: What is one thing you’d
credit your success [in your career] to?
A: I honestly can’t think of
one thing I credit my current work
to. Honestly, it is a combination of what I learned during my
time on staff at TNH; from what I
learned in the journalism courses
that were offered at UNH; from
the professors there pushing me
to be the best I could and evaluating what I did well and what else
I could have done; and from what
I learned during my internship.
Even my time at The Sandpaper
helped.
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Resume website by UNH student gains peers’ and investors’ interests

Courtesy photo

Brendan Murphy (pictured above) is one of the cofounders of Resumysite.

By Zerina Bajramovic
STAFF WRITER
With social media becoming an increasingly more promi-

nent aspect of every-day life, it
is important for students and job
seekers especially to be careful
about how they use their online
accounts. Students may easily
forget that employers can access

social media accounts, and it is
therefore vital that young people
protect their reputations online.
“We realized a lot of our
friends weren’t getting hired due
to their online presence,” UNH
sophomore business administration major Brendan Murphy
said. That’s why Murphy and
his business partner, Keene State
College student Greg Hemmer,
developed Resumysite.
Resumysite is a website that
allows students to easily create
their own websites that include
biographies, resumes and whatever else they wish to display for
possible future employers.
According to Murphy, Resumysite is a platform for young
professionals to develop professional online presences, making themselves more desirable
prospects for hire. Murphy said
that Resumysite is expected to
launch in 2017, but has been in
the works since last spring semester 2016.
Murphy said that they are
still looking for business investors. “We’ve had multiple offers.
We’re just looking for the right
one for our business,” Murphy
said.
Murphy explained that Resumysite is different from sites

like LinkedIn because it is not
a social network. According to
Murphy, his company has done
extensive research and contacted
managers of other companies,
who have reported that they prefer a non-social platform, which
is Resumysite’s vision.
The young entrepreneurs
have reached out to 10,000 people and have had 1,500 official
sign-ups since the launch of their
webpage. Since the platform
is not fully developed and they
are still seeking investors, the
cost of using Resumysite has not
been determined, but Murphy
shared that it will most likely not
cost users any money.
“We’re trying to help everyone and show them that their
online presence does matter,”
Murphy said.
According to Murphy, people around campus have started
to take notice. “The past weeks
have made me realize how much
support Resumysite and myself have in our community and
abroad,” Murphy said.
Murphy and Hemmer also
have their own speaker series
titled “What does Google say
about you?” Murphy said that he
is currently waiting to hear back
from the university as to whether

or not he will be hosting a talk
on campus.
“Digital footprint” is a term
that Murphy talks about during
his speaker series, and also is
why Resumysite was created.
The presentation is 20
minutes long with a brief Q&A
session at the end. Twenty campuses around New England have
already booked Murphy, according to the webpage. The goal of
the speaker series is to inform
college students of their digital
footprint, which is the reputation
they maintain online. Another
goal is to teach students ways
to make themselves more desirable online in a competitive job
market.
“Each and every day grants
an opportunity to learn something new and overcome new
obstacles,” Murphy said. “It’s
surreal to wake up and go to
class with your peers and feel as
if you are making a difference in
their lives as developing young
professionals.”
“We are on a mission to help
young professionals earn the opportunities their student loans
and hard work merit and everyone’s support puts us one step
closer to achieving our dream,”
Murphy said.
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UNH hosts live webcast of interview with former US secretary
By Mark Kobzik
STAFF WRITER
UNH political science professor Lawrence Reardon held
a China Town Hall Meeting on
the Tuesday, Oct. 18 at 7 p.m. in
Murkland Hall, where a live webcast of an interview with former
U.S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger was streamed to a room
full of students, academics and
visitors from nations around the
world including China, Taiwan
and Malaysia.
After the webcast ended,
former U.S. Consul General to
Shanghai Doug Spelman expressed his thoughts on the interview and answered crowd questions. The UNH campus was the
state’s host site for this 10th annual China Town Hall event.
The ﬁrst hour featured Kissinger’s talk during which he
spoke about his famous trip to
China in 1972, which many see
as the turning point in the relationship between communist
China and the United States.

After decades of contentious,
and at times violent interactions,
the leaders from the two powerful countries met, and both have
continued to be two of the most
powerful countries in the world.
Kissinger is widely considered to be one of the United
States’ most inﬂuential foreign
policy thinkers and ofﬁcials. In
the beginning of the event, Reardon said that hosting a webcast
with Kissinger was controversial among faculty. Many human
rights organizations, lawyers,
journalists and others have denounced Kissinger as being a war
criminal. In a piece published by
The Nation Magazine on Aug. 9,
2016, writer Greg Grandin compiled a collection of all of the
charges against Kissinger. The
charges ranged from prolonging
the Vietnam War to supporting
death squads in Latin America.
Reardon and Spelman challenged
this by saying the event focused
on China.
With China as a growing
power, members of the university, Reardon included, have start-

ed an Asian Studies program that
aims to further develop students’
understanding of cultural, historical and other areas in relation to
China and the rest of Asia.
One audience member at
Tuesday’s event was Sheila Sri
Priya, who was visiting from
Hooksett where she is living as
part of a foreign exchange program. Priya is a community journalist originally from Malaysia.
“[Kissinger] did mention
that the Chinese have a different
history and culture from the U.S.
and that it was important to understand each other well. I think
this goes the same to other parts
of the world. When we can have
good understanding and respect
for one another, we can build
great partnership,” Priya said. “I
feel the key is to make sure we
are all interested to learn about
one another and look at our similarities. When we build a common interest we could achieve
greatness.”
In the dialogue after the interview, Spelman speciﬁcally
mentioned his weariness toward

Mark Kobzik/Staff

Reardon (far left) and Spelman (third from left) elaborated
on the interview with former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger on Tuesday night in Murkland Hall.
political ofﬁcials who don’t understand China well enough.
Mentioning Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump’s position on nuclear weapons in the
region, he said, “[Trump] doesn’t
have the experience, nor I think
the temperament to deal with
these problems successfully.”
“But I think Hillary Clinton
is quite capable and experienced.
She has made mistakes and so
forth, but I don’t think they’re
disqualifying. I would have con-

ﬁdence in her dealing with these
issues. She has dealt with these
issues,” Spelman said.
“I think it was a ﬁne event,”
Reardon said in retrospect on
Wednesday, Oct. 19. “All in all,
I think trying to promote understanding about China is something that [is important to] different countries all around the
world, especially non-European
countries. I think it’s very important for UNH students to spark
their interest.”

NEWSROOM POLL:
IF YOU WERE RUNNING FOR
PRESIDENT, WHAT WOULD
YOUR CAMPAIGN SLOGAN BE?

Friday,
October 21st,
8-11pm
The 24th Annual Jessie Doe Haunted House is just around the corner! Join the
residents of Jessie Doe Hall for a night of fright, fitting this year’s theme of St.
Doe’s Memorial Hospital. Experience this play on an abandoned mental health
facility, as well as other hospital related themes. Admission is 3$ or 3 canned goods
per person. All profits will be donated to local food pantries and charities.
(No children under 10 years of age will be admitted without an adult)
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MUB lecture confronts subject of nuclear disarmament
By Jacob Werner
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
In the initial second after impact, all people not annihilated by
the bomb’s blast were lethally poisoned by radiation in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, Japan. During the
detonation’s aftermath, 200,000
people were immediately killed
and in successive years thousands
more died of cancer, mutations
and other complications brought
about by the bombing. The firewall created by the blast was the
same temperature as the sun.
This is all according to
American Friends Service Committee Program Director Dr. Joseph Gerson, who introduced the
issue of nuclear disarmament to
a small but attentive audience in
the Memorial Union Building’s
(MUB) Strafford Room on Tuesday, Oct. 18 at 7 p.m. Gerson,
who has over four decades of
activism and policy experience,
was invited by the Peace and Justice League (PJL) to speak at “3
Minutes Till Midnight: the Global
Struggle for a Nuclear Weapons
Free World.” The three minutes in
the title of the lecture refer to the
Doomsday Clock maintained by
the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists
that annotates the likelihood of a
doomsday event.
PJL is a UNH student organization that “works toward peace
and justice in all senses of the
word,” according to senior PJL

member Chris Grinley. He also
said that PJL provides the UNH
student body with a “platform
to fight for issues, and a place to
organize with students with a passion for justice.”
PJL regularly organizes panels and lectures on campus; one
of their largest events was former
Democratic presidential nomination candidate, Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders’ speech at the
Field House last September 2015.
Grinley said that the organization
does not focus on a single issue
but rotates their focus topics regularly to “reflect the interest of current members.” PJL’s office is in
MUB room 139.
Gerson described the U.S.
nuclear attack’s ramifications
on Japan, citing the hundreds of
thousands of dead civilians and
the super-sonic carnage speed.
His detailed relay of the horrible
event transformed the ominous
and cerebral concept of nuclear
capabilities into a tangible reference point for his audience. He
clicked through pictures of the
post-bombing desolation, pausing
to explain the bomb’s significance
and acknowledge the numerous
disfigurements, suicide attempts
and trauma it brought about. Gerson said that his background in
international activism has led him
to work personally with blast survivors, providing him with real
human incite on the nuclear issue
that few hear first-hand.
Gerson used the accounts of

past human suffering to underscore the immense human misery
potentially awaiting the world if
there is no abolition of nuclear
weapons. He cited international
instability and the litany of close
calls from the 1940s to present
day as examples of how nuclear
threats did not conclude with the
Cold War. Gerson said that tension between the U.S. and Russia
was one of his primary concerns.
According to Gerson, the
current Russian U.N. ambassadors’ assessment said “tensions
are probably the worst they’ve
been since 1973.”
Gerson proposed that an active and informed populace should
hold public officials accountable,
and pressure governments to reaffirm their commitments to past
disarmament agreements.
Less than one dozen people
attended the lecture on Tuesday
night, and most were local community members rather than students. Freshman political science
and international affairs major
Rory O’Neil was the only undergraduate in attendance not affiliated with PJL or The New Hampshire.
O’Neil said she decided to
attend because she “knew it was
important to know about,” going
on to explain her effort to “soak
up knowledge” this semester. She
said she thinks that the college
experience is most fulfilling when
“people are willing to explore different things.”

Grinley said he thinks the
2016 presidential election monopolized the time, patience and
interest of students that would
have otherwise normally attended
such an event.
Gerson
and
American
Friends Service Committee
members appeared unfazed by
the small number in attendance,
however. Gerson acknowledged
that public interest in the cause
had reached its zenith in the early
‘80s, but that the nostalgia that
grips his ideological peers when
looking back to the ‘60s move-

ments is misguided. He asserted
that things never were as seamless as they appeared in hindsight,
and that an effective and informed
minority was the primary driver
of progress.
Gerson’s assessment of the
current state of American politics
is that the ever present threat of
a nuclear war has placed humanity “in a grave situation” and
that concerned citizens need to
“awaken those among us,” so that
America will grapple with existential questions, not just “whose
tongue went where when.”
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Delivery
Drivers
and
Customer
Reps
Domino’s Pizza is currently looking for delivery drivers and
inside help. Must be able to work some nights and weekends. Fun, fast paced and professional working environment!!
Drivers earn cash every night you work. Must have auto insurance,
reliable vehicle and pass a criminal and motor vehicle background
check!! We are 5 minutes from Newmarket and 15 from Durham.
72 Portsmouth Ave Stratham, NH 03885 (603)828-4593
Email kdmosko@yahoo.com

FREE TO A GOOD HOME!
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2 YORKIE PUPPIES
RE-HOMING, AKC
REGISTERED
CONTACT ME VIA EMAIL
FOR MORE DETAILS @
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‘Hidden in Plain Sight’
Freedom Café calls for art show submissions
by Kiera Hood
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The ominous gray clouds and the
brisk autumn air were starkly juxtaposed
with the strikingly bright and colorful
exterior walls of the Freedom Café on
Tuesday, Oct. 18. The crisp yellow and
orange leaves blew past the signature
murals that read “Humility, Justice and
Kindness.” These mantras reflect the
Freedom Café’s goal as a nonprofit organization, which is to raise awareness
for human trafficking and exploitation.
“Human trafficking is there. We
don’t see it, but it’s there,” Freedom Café
Marketing Intern Richard Ouch said.
“From the people who work in the
kitchens of restaurants or people that do
construction work, it’s there,” Ouch said.
“[We’re] not only raising awareness, but
at the same time...raising enough money
to donate to some of the organizations
that do help and fight against human
Kiera Hood/contributing trafficking.”
The Freedom Café hosts many
Murals on the outside of the Freedom Café in Durham. The nonprofit is currentevents,
like the popular Open Mic Night,
ly accepting submissions for their upcoming exhibition, “Hidden in Plain Sight.”
to enlighten local community members

on the social issues and dangers surrounding human trafficking. One of their
most recent projects is an art challenge
entitled, “Hidden in Plain Sight,” which
invites artists to display their talent
through art pieces that highlight the reality of human trafficking and what can be
done to end it.
The exhibit is to be presented next
month at 3S Artspace, but the Freedom
Café will accept submissions until Nov.
4. According to Ouch, the submissions
can be “in any medium” as long as it’s
in a 2D format (paint, photography, etc.).
“We encourage the artists to do
whatever they want,” Ouch said. “But
we want to be able to hang it up in a
larger piece.”
With the collective help of the
Thompson School Community Leadership Program (TSCLP), 3S Artspace
and the Freedom Café, the artwork will
be demonstrated on the United Nations
Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN GIFT Box), which is a large
open piece of public walk-in art that is
CAFÉ continued on page 10

Local hip-hop group hosts chem-free Halloween show
By Eliza Sneeden
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Eight rap artists will convene on the
Strand Ballroom stage in Dover, New
Hampshire on Saturday, Oct. 22 to promote
sobriety and positivity in the Granite State
community. Jamal Cooley, Eddie McGabe,
Joey Painter, Henry Crane, Aaron Ward,
Michael Tilley, Onyx Smith and J Rivera
make up the hip-hop collective called
Kingdom.
McGabe, aka “Mr. Positivity,” Painter, aka “J.O.E.Y.,” Tilley, aka Ti-Doub and
his daughter Harmony recently squeezed
into the back corner of Durham’s Breaking New Grounds coffee shop to discuss
their musical vision and their civic mission.
They’re teaming up with SOS Recovery
Community Organization, a local group
focused on creating safe spaces for recovering addicts, to put on a “Halloween for
the Sober” event, complete with costumes,
refreshments and hip-hop entertainment.
By collaborating with SOS Recovery,
the Kingdom members said they hope to
provide an opportunity to participate in sober nightlife for New Hampshire community members, both non-addicts and recovering addicts. McGabe said he believes that
breaking down the barriers of judgment
that exist between these two demographics
(non-addicts and recovering addicts) will
help make a difference with drug addiction
issues in the area.
The Kingdom members grew up in
and around the New Hampshire Seacoast,
which is why they said this event hits so
close to home for them. McGabe, who said
he spent a majority of his childhood both
in the foster care system and living in low

income housing, knows first-hand how difficult it is to resist the temptations of drug
culture. Some Kingdom members have
similar past experiences, but have ultimately gotten their lives back on track.
“Life is so much better when you’re
just loving each other and helping people.
We’re doing that through music,” McGabe
said. “This event is very important because
of what’s going on in our community right
now. We’re losing friends and family out
here.” He specifically referenced the New
Hampshire heroin epidemic.
Kingdom aims to inspire change
for the long term. They said they want to
spread the word about recovery and show
people, particularly children, what sober
fun looks like. They help out with food and
toy drives, host teen events and frequently
visit schools to spread their message.
“Halloween for the Sober” is an 18+
event, but with parental supervision all
ages are welcome. The 18+ is due to possible profanities in the rap lyrics. Kingdom
members said they believe that this kind of
hip-hop is different from the other hip-hop
that’s out there. They call it “lifestyle hiphop”: positive, inspirational and progressive.
Half of the profits from this event will
go toward SOS Recovery and the other half
will go to the Strand Ballroom venue. “We
just put blood, sweat and tears into this; we
don’t get paid. It’s not about that for us,”
McGabe said.
“A lot of people do this for the money.
I do it because I love music. It’s about giving back to the community,” Tilley said.
Painter said that his family members’
support has been unparalleled. “Every
single one of our family members are so

courtesy photo

Members of civic hip-hop group Kingdom. The musical collective focuses
on drug and alcohol free lifestyle and is putting on a “Halloween for the
Sober Community” event at the Strand Theater in Dover this coming Saturday, Oct. 22.
for what we’re doing. There’s no second
guessing,” he said, adding that he thinks
it is amazing to see Kingdom’s work positively influencing his own children. “It’s a
really good, unified feeling,” he said while
smiling.
McGabe said that he sees Kingdom as
a bright light in a world plagued by darkness. He refers to the group as a “breath of
fresh air” and quotes Muhammad Ali: “Service to others is the rent you pay for your
room here on earth.”
“I like to keep my rent paid,” McGabe
said.
Kingdom’s members said that their

group just fell together, as though it was a
natural, inevitable development. They said
they like to think of themselves as brothers
who were graced with good timing, even
though most of them have known each
other for years. Tilley said he remembers
making music with McGabe in the closet
of a trailer back in the day.
Now, performing at the local venue
where they used catch movies in junior
high school, they said it still doesn’t seem
real to them and that they couldn’t feel
HIP-HOP continued on page 10
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TNH Travels: ‘One Past Lush’
by Gabrielle
Lamontagne
STAFF WRITER

Courtesy Photo

TNH Staff Writer Gabrielle Lamontagne rows a gondolla in
Venice while studying abroad. Gabby brings us the latest
installment of TNH Travels with a tale from her semester
abroad.

I chose to study abroad in
France during spring semester
2015. My friend Amanda traveled
with me around Europe for our
two-week spring break from the
University of Bourgogne: Dijon.
On day 10, we flew from
Munich, Germany to Rome, Italy.
From the airport we took a cheap
(five euros each) shuttle bus to a
downtown train station. We then
tried to buy metro tickets with
the wrong type of machine and
an Italian girl tried to help us, but
then she bugged us for money
as we tried to find a booth with
people. We asked someone who
worked on a platform and he
pointed us to a booth and the lady
there pointed us to the right type
of ticket machines back downstairs. We found a booth there and
bought full day metro passes just
in case we needed them, because
we had a tour booked at 2:30 p.m.
and it was already after noon.
Upon arrival at the correct
station, we stopped at the information booth for a map of Rome
and also for directions to our
hotel. Twenty minutes later we
found our street, Via del Corso,
at the far side of Piazza (Plaza) de
Popolo. By the time we saw street
number 38 we were confused
to not have found our bed-and-

breakfast, Corso22.
We entered a hotel to ask
for directions, and the female
concierge kindly searched the
address for us. She sent us in the
wrong direction down the entire
length of the street, in the blazing
sun wearing pants and sweaters
and lugging heavy baggage. We
stopped twice more at hotels to
double check our directions. The
last concierge, at the end of the
street, number 281, told us our
hotel was back near the Popolo
Piazza. We hadn’t eaten all day
and were sweaty, feeling like we
had heat stroke. So, we asked
her to call us a cab, a request she
obliged, and our male, Italian cabdriver brought us in a large loop,
passing wrong-direction one-way
streets, back to the front door of
our hotel.
There was no sign at 22 Via
del Corso and on the wall, beside
the tall wooden doors with golden
knockers, was a small white note
explaining that reception wasn’t
open Sunday afternoons, with a
phone number for us to contact
them. Due to our phones being
dead, we had to go into the Lush
soap store next-door and ask the
very understanding curly blondeand-aqua-blue haired female employee if we could use the store
phone. The hotel management
said to wait out front of the hotel
because someone (no identifiers
mentioned) would be by to let us
in five to 10 minutes later.
It was an un-shaded door-

586 Calef Highway
Suite 1 Barrington,
NH 03824
[603] 664-5671

ACCOUNTANT
FRI & SAT 12:50 3:50 6:50
SUN - THURS

9:50PM

12:50 3:50 6:50PM
GIRL ON THE TRAIN
FRI & SAT 1:30 4:30 7:30
10:00PM
SUN - THURS 1:30 4:30 7:30

step on which we waited. When
almost 20 minutes had passed,
Amanda began walking down the
street to check prices of a nearby
hotel while I watched our bags.
Of course, as soon as she was out
of sight, blocked by the crowds of
people swarming back and forth,
the Italian female administrative
agent arrived to let us in. Amanda
saw this and soon came hurrying
back, just in time to grab her luggage and follow the lady into a
long, air-conditioned corridor.
At the end of the hall was a
set of tight and short staircases,
leading up to the hotel office and
rooms. The lady gave us a set of
keys, demonstrating which keys
went with which doors, and let me
pay for our stay with my Visa debit card. At this point, Amanda and
I had long since missed our tour,
so we settled in to contact our
mothers. Finally, I changed out of
my sweaty and disgusting clothes,
while Amanda just stripped down
a layer, having worn several.
We walked down our street
and through a sort of artsy/folksy
festival to the Colosseum. Unfortunately, we went the wrong
way around and missed the last
entrance time of 6:15 p.m. by
one minute. We found a Subway
to eat at on our way to the Trevi
Fountain: basically an excessively
large and ornate cement-marble
wishing fountain, which was under construction. There was a topless tunnel over the area which is
usually filled with water.
Following
the
masses
through, we headed back down a
side-street to our hotel. Before going in, we checked and found that
the gelato place across the street
would be open until midnight.
Amanda and I left again to check
out a large bookstore I’d seen,
but it was closed. Stopping at the
gelato place, I had them break a
50-euro bill by buying five euros
worth of five-scoop gelato in a
waffle cone. Amanda had hers in
a cup and didn’t even finish it! It
was a wonderful treat after such a
crazy day. I fell asleep before my
head hit the pillow.
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WORDS and PHOTOS by Samantha White
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fall Fun

Leaves are changing colors, the weather is
getting cooler and every food you order seems to
be seasoned with pumpkin spice. But before you
know it, fall will be long gone and UNH will be
hunkered down for a long winter. So while you
still have the chance, go out and enjoy the season.
If you don’t know where to start, here are some
suggestions:

around

Demeritt Hill FarmLocated at 20 Orchard Way
in Lee, this farm has a lot of fun
fall activities you can enjoy. They
have apple picking, hay rides, a
pumpkin patch, nature trails and
many delicious baked goods to
try. What is most exciting is that
they host a Haunted Overload Attraction that was voted #1 Scariest Attraction in 2015 by Hauntworld.com.

thursday, october 20, 2016

Coppal House FarmLocated at 118 North River
Road in Lee, this farm
boasts two corn mazes (one
is shaped like a Wildcat!),
a pumpkin patch, hayrides
and fresh farm goodies.

Emery FarmLocated at 135 Piscataqua
Road right here in Durham, this
farm has pumpkins, hayrides
and a corn maze. They also
have a petting zoo and bake
their own apple cider donuts.
Join them for Halloweekend
(Oct. 28-29, 6-9 p.m.), where
they will have nighttime wagon
rides and glow-in-the-dark corn
mazes. The best part about Emery Farm is that it’s reachable by
the Wildcat Transit.

Football GamesA quintessential part
of the UNH fall experience
is cheering on the Wildcats
at one of our home football games. The next home
game is on Saturday, Oct.
29 against the Stony Brook
University Seawolves at
12 p.m.

24th Annual Jessie Doe
Haunted House- On Friday, Oct.
21 from 8-11 p.m., Jessie Doe
Hall is holding their annual haunted house. Go to Jessie Doe at 24
Ballard Street in Durham to be
spooked and scared! Admission
is either $3 per person or three
canned goods that will be donated
directly to a local food pantry.

UNH

UNH community juggling more than just classes
By Emily Young
NEWS EDITOR
Every Monday from 7-9 p.m.
in the Memorial Union Building
(MUB), the UNH Juggling Club
meets to practice new tricks, hang
out with friends and encourage
beginners. Above all, they meet
for fun; to take time out of their
busy schedules to juggle things
significantly less complicated
than college classes: balls, pins,
rings and a swinging contraption with two glowing balls on
either end of a long string, called
a “poi.”
Senior geology major, UNH
Woodsmen Team member and
Juggling Club President Alaina
Tocci said that being involved in
several student organizations in
addition to juggling schoolwork
keeps her very busy.
Tocci said that the Juggling
Club tries to hold Learn To Juggle
Night every semester in order to
generate more interest in the organization and the hobby in general.
“The sad thing is that people come and they say, ‘Oh, I’ve
never tried to juggle before and I
can’t, it’s too hard.’ But that’s not
the case, they just didn’t have the

right instructions,” Tocci said.
The attendees at Monday
night’s event ranged from students
to alumni, faculty and community
members, and from beginning to
moderate and advanced jugglers.
Freshman mechanical engineering major Nick Matte was one
first-timer who wandered through
the Granite State Room doors to
try his hand at juggling.
Already able to solve a Rubik’s Cube, Matte said that he
was looking to acquire a new and
different skill. “People that can
juggle just have that cool, special
ability,” he said.
“I’ve always wanted to juggle,” Matte said, noting that when
he was a kid, every time he tried
he would give up. Now, he said
his ultimate goal is to be able to
juggle five balls.
Across the room, community
member Andrew Smith was doing
just that, attempting to maintain a
steady tossing rate of five white
balls.
Smith said that he was part of
the juggling club at the Rochester
Institute of Technology in New
York, and now lives in the New
Hampshire Seacoast area for his
job at Liberty Mutual. He is a reg-

Emily Young/staff

Left: Fairbanks practices using a “Poi,” a swinging, nunchuck-like (non- weapon) device
with two glowing balls on either end of a long string.
Right: Tocci demonstrates her favorite juggling trick- tennis. When performed, the one
ball differing in color (the blue ball pictured above) appears to bounce back and forth from
each side, like in a tennis match.
ular at UNH Juggling Club meetings, as he said he still enjoys the
hobby in his post-graduation life.
Another non-student present
on Monday night was UNH Hospitality Services employee Josh
Fairbanks, who said that his father was a former member of the
UNH Juggling Club. Fairbanks
said that he remembers going to

Juggling Club meetings when he
was only four years old, and that
he has been juggling for his entire
life since.
Sophomore roommates earth
science major Anastasia George
and math major Alyssa Blodgett
entered the event later, and immediately set off to practice their
two-person juggle.

“We’ve been coming [to Juggling Club] for like a month,”
Blodgett said.
“We could juggle after the
first time being here. So cool,”
George said.
The two said that they use
JUGGLING
continued on page 10
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CAFÉ
continued from page 7
approximately 10-by-8 feet.
The display will be a reflection of
the reality of human trafficking,
which is that people are promised
money and education, and then
become trapped victims.
“On the outside of [the UN
GIFT Box], we will have all of the
promises that say, ‘Come here for
a better future,’ and once you go
inside, we have pictures and stories from victims of human trafficking,” Ouch said. “The art is
concentrating on the bleakness of
human trafficking and how dark it
can be.”
It is the second year that the
Freedom Café and TSCLP have
collaborated to use the UN GIFT
Box. In April 2015, the UN GIFT
Box was displayed outside the Dimond Library.
UN GIFT Box President and
Program Director Bryan Bessette
described the box showcase as
an “opportunity” for artists to interact with and communicate the
message of human trafficking in
a way that’s “accessible” to the
community.
The selected artwork from
HIP-HOP
continued from page 7
luckier. “It’s humbling for
me,” Painter said.
Cooley, who Kingdom
members refer to as their captain, wasn’t able to join them for
this discussion, but they accredit
many of their accomplishments to
him. McGabe, Tilley and Painter
maintain that Cooley is the origin
of inspiration for the work that
they do. He’s the one who kick
started the idea of positively impacting the community through
his own actions and through music, according to group members.
“I could never imagine that
every dream would come true
for me. I don’t need to be on a
Grammy stage. I just need to be
with my crew and with my people
and doing it out of the good of our
hearts and doing it because we
love to do it. It’s like I won the
lottery,” McGabe said.
JUGGLING
continued from page 9
tennis balls to practice juggling in their dorm room outside
of Juggling Club meetings.
Practicing more advanced
tricks closer to the stage area were
numerous experienced jugglers,
participating in a group activity
involving bowling pins.
“We need to have a universal
slow down,” UNH alumnus and
former Juggling Club member
Greg Samuels said at one point

this art challenge will not only be
in 3S, but will also be exhibited
inside the Freedom Café. Along
with the submissions, one of the
featured artists will be UNH alum
Kim Massaro.
“[Massaro] is a great artist
and her work will be a great addition,” Bassette said. “It also
gives her a chance to have gallery
space...not as an entry but as an
element to the piece.”
Ouch said he believes that the
artwork will be judged by a group
of people from the Freedom Café
development team. They will
judge the work based on its ability to represent human trafficking and if it fits the criteria. The
reward for the Freedom Café has
yet to be determined, but Ouch
said that he is “in the process of
talking to Michael’s and other art
supply stores” for gift cards to be
given to the selected artists.
Submissions for the art
challenge can be emailed to the
Freedom Café (@artwork@thefreedomcafe.org) as high quality JPG or PDF. The “Hidden in
Plain Sight” exhibition will be
displayed at 3S Artspace from
Thursday, Nov. 17 to Sunday,
Nov. 20.
With momentum building
and new developments being
made every month, Kingdom
members still manage to keep
one-another down to earth. “We
check ourselves, we check each
other, we keep ourselves level,”
McGabe said.
“We’re always representing
Kingdom no matter what we’re
doing,” Painter said.
“That’s our brand, that’s
what the cloth we’re cut from,”
McGabe said in agreement with
Painter.
Head out to the Strand Ballroom on Saturday to check out
live performances by Kingdom’s
emcees and additional artists, participate in the costume contest and
enjoy a night of sober fun, all for
a good cause. The event runs 8
p.m.–12 a.m. and has a $10 cover
charge.
You can check out Kingdom’s music and bios at kingdomclique.com or on Facebook
@KingdomNE.
during the collective juggle when
it had become too chaotic.
Tocci and the rest of the
UNH Juggling Club members
said they want to encourage any
new faces to appear during their
regular meetings or events.
“It’s just fun. I come here
every week and I have a blast. I
learn new things. I hang out with
friends. It’s a way to be creative,”
Tocci said. “There’s some days
I come here and it’s just been a
long, hard day, a big Monday, and
I forget everything. I just have a
lot of fun.”

Follow us!
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Leah Woods displays work at Cincinnati
Art Underground
By Michael Valotto
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
UNH woodworking Professor Leah Woods is an achieved
artist within her field of talent.
She is currently exhibiting 14
pieces of her work at the Cincinnati Art Underground gallery in
Ohio. Titled “Navigation,” the
exhibit conveys the idea of human experiences and will be on
display until Saturday, Nov.12.
A 10-year member of the
UNH faculty, Woods currently
teaches a combination of introductory and advanced level
woodworking and furniture design classes. When she is not
molding the untrained minds in
her scholarly profession, she’s in
Portsmouth at her co-op art studio
creating and constructing elaborate pieces. Her artwork incorporates both an extensive knowledge
from her own personal art education and an extensive practice in
the field. Her passionate designs
and creativity motivates thought
and emotion and stirs contemplation to a deeper level.
Woods’ exhibition in Cincinnati opened on Friday, Oct. 14.
There was wine and cheese, and
Woods said she installed a total of
14 pieces on the walls of the gallery for guests to gander at. There
were three pieces in particular
[push, swirl and bulge] that captivate her idea of change.
Cincinnati Art Underground
Director Rachael Moore said that
Woods’ work is “really incredible.”
“I definitely wanted to work
with her as soon as I saw what she

was doing,” Moore said.
This is the first time Woods
has exhibited any of her artwork
in Cincinnati.
“In terms of what she accomplishes with these works, I think
she is the best artist that we’ve
had in the gallery so far,” Moore
said.
The Cincinnati Art Underground’s goal is to showcase artists and establish more connections, according to Moore, who
said the gallery communicates
with other galleries, collectors,
interior designers and the press,
and also reaches out to local museums.
“There is a beauty to it, there
is a flow, and there is a perfection,” Moore said of Woods’ artwork.
Woods did not just display
her artwork in Cincinnati by pure
coincidence. She said that her
journey in life and art began almost half-way around the globe.
“I started life as far west
as I could possibly get within
the United States and eventually moved all the way to the East
Coast,” Woods said. “I'm not from
this area, but I have probably collectively spent the most amount
of my life in Worcester [and] New
Bedford, [Massachusetts], now
New Hampshire.”
Woods said she was born
into a military household. She
said that her journey began in Hawaii, but she moved to Los Angeles at age two, then San Francisco; the list goes on. Amidst all her
life-moves, Woods said she spent
some time in Cincinnati, where
her artwork is now currently on
display.

Newsroom Noise presents...

TNH’s Favorite New Discoveries
Emily
“Suede” - Nx Worries
(ft. Anderson. Paak &
Knxwledge)
Brian
“Billionaire” - Travie McCoy
Zack
“Broccoli” - D.R.A.M.
Tyler
“Anything that Zack
recommends.”
Abbi
“Portland, Maine”
- Donovan Woods

What’s your favorite

@thenewhampshire

Woods said that the first time
she tried woodworking was at
a lumberyard, after opening the
newspaper one day and seeing
there was a lumberyard up the
street from her apartment that was
offering woodworking classes.
“Instantly I was just sort of
mesmorized by the material, the
tactile quality of it and being able
to create something that previous
had not existed,” she said.
It took many years for
Woods to master her trade. She
sets herself apart by making contemporary sculpture, experimenting with wood in log form, board
form in veneer and creating sculptural maps that communicate experiences.
“Creativity is not anything
mystical. It’s just really, really,
really, long hard work,” Woods
said.
Woods said that her pieces
start only with an idea, simply
sketching or jotting it down on
paper, and then follows countless
hours piecing it together in the
studio.
“There is a stage very close
to the beginning where I come
up with the idea, which is hands
down the hardest part for me.
Having an idea is one thing, but
challenging the idea and figuring
out,‘Okay I have this idea, what
material should it be made out
of? What size should it be?’ Then
beginning to build the thing,”
Woods said. “By the time I get to
the end of a piece I check in with
myself so many times that I’m
usually glad to just get the piece
finished so I can move on and get
working on the next one.”

New Discovery?

Elizabeth
“Over S∞∞n”
- Bon Iver
Alycia
“Starboy”
- The Weeknd
Andrew
“Nightmare City”
- Steep Leans
Allie
“Mr.Watson”
- Cruel Youth

Tweet your song at
@thenewhampshire or hashtag
#TNHnoise, and don’t forget to
check out “TNH’s Favorite New
Discoveries” on Spotify!
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From the Editor’s Desk
What makes America great

F

or the past three
years I have been
studying the news.
I have studied how
the news works,
how to write articles and how
to cite and ﬁnd reliable sources. I have learned extensively
about the importance of the integrity a good journalist must
have and the huge responsibility a journalist carries; to
bring the people the truth. And
journalism, honest journalism,
is crucial in the role of democracy.
And our founding fathers knew that. The ﬁrst
amendment, as you all hopefully know, states, “Congress
shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble and to
petition the Government for a
redress of grievances.” Essentially, freedom of press means
that the media is not subjected
to censorship by the government.
We are lucky. The majority of the world does not have
this freedom of knowledge.
There are multiple countries
that have extreme censorship
and most have some sort of
press restriction, not to mention that there are large regions
of the world where the press is
non-existent. That being said,
there are basic laws to keep
journalists from writing anything they want in America.
These are known as “libel
laws.”
As the saying goes, with
great power comes great responsibility, and journalists
do not have the right to publish defamations of character.
Exposing a person to disgrace
or damaging an individual’s
reputation are examples of libel. However, anything that is
provably true cannot be libelous. That is why solid reporting is key to any journalist’s
successful career and integrity.
Although Donald Trump
has said many negative comments about the media over
the years, it has recently become his biggest platform for
defense. What has changed?
The multiple news stories
about how Trump has behaved
abusively toward women.
After The New York Times

published an article about
two women coming forward
claiming Trump had touched
them inappropriately, Trump
proceeded to sue the Times for
libel, arguing that these reports
were untrue.
In recent rallies and even
in Wednesday night’s debate,
Trump has, as many news
platforms have put it, “delegitimized” the news industry
by constantly telling his supporters that the media is biased
as well as constantly referring
to news platforms as the “lying” media. Trump’s campaign
manager Kellyanne Conway
said, “I really don’t appreciate campaigns thinking it is
the job of the media to go and
be these virtual fact checkers.”
But when, Ms. Conway, was
it ever not a journalist’s job to
check facts? Journalists aren’t
working against Trump, the
truth is.
The media has exposed
unfortunate truths about both
candidates. Both candidates
have been negatively exposed,
but the difference is that Hillary Clinton isn’t encouraging
her supporters to not listen.
Trump, on the other hand,
has encouraged his supporters
to target journalists. Calling
them “pathetic,” “dishonest,”
“sleazy” and the “disgusting
and corrupt” during his rallies
that are already prone to violent crowds.

But when, Ms. Conway, was it ever not
a journalist’s job to
check facts?
According to The New
York Times, Trump stated to
a crowd in West Palm Beach,
Florida that, “Anyone who
challenges their [the media’s]
control is deemed a sexist, a
racist, a xenophobe and morally deformed. They will attack
you. They will slander you.
They will seek to destroy your
career and your family. They
will seek to destroy everything about you including your
reputation. They will lie, lie,
lie, and then again, they will
do worse than that. They will
do whatever’s necessary.” He
continued on this rant and said,
“Let’s be clear on one thing,
the corporate media in our
country is no longer involved

in journalism…They’re a political special interest no different than any lobbyist or
other ﬁnancial entity with a
total political agenda, and the
agenda is not for you, it’s for
themselves.”
I’m a pretty brave person;
all journalists have to be in
order to really chase the truth.
But I will admit that I am honestly afraid of what Trump is
doing to the democracy of the
press in this country. These
die-hard supporters are listening and he is convincing them
to not listen to the media and
only listen to what he has to
say. Trump has threatened to
depress ﬁrst amendment rights
for journalists if he becomes
president…multiple times.

Journalists
aren’t working
against Trump,
the truth is.
Trump would like to open
up the nation’s libel laws so
that when newspapers write,
“purposely negative stories,”
it will be easy to “sue them and
make lots of money.” According to The Wall Street Journal,
in an interview with MSNBC
reporters Joe Scarborough and
Willie Geist last December,
the topic of Vladimir Putin as a
leader was brought up. Trump
said, “When people call you
brilliant it is always good,
especially when the person
heads up Russia.” When Scarborough followed up and said,
“But again: he kills journalists
that don’t agree with him,”
Trump responded, “Well, I
think that our country does
plenty of killing also, Joe.”
Ultimately, I believe that
there is almost nothing more
important than freedom of
speech and freedom of the
press. United States citizens
need to be able to criticize the
government without fear. Democracy was built on freedom.
Freedom of religion, freedom
of speech and freedom of the
press and that, Wildcats, is
what makes America great.

Allison Bellucci
Executive Editor
@missalliejean

Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words.
Type them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number.
Faculty and staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our ofﬁce in Room 132
in the MUB, email them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or its
staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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Debates doing little
Paranoia has consumed Donald Trump. Since the beginning of
his campaign he has spread widely denounced conspiracy theories.
From saying at the last debate that
Obama and Clinton colluded to
ship paid violent protesters into
Trump’s rallies to questioning the
democratic process we have in
our country. He has now openly
said in debates and in rallies that
our election is rigged. This is despite the overwhelming evidence
that says of one billion votes cast
between 2000 and 2014, 31 were
proved to be fraudulent.
Wednesday night’s finaldebate proved that Trump is on his
last leg. Sinking in the polls, more
women coming forward with allegations of sexual harassment and
assault, embarrassing conspiracy
theories and now the rejection
of our voting process. Sure, voting is not fair in every state. But
that’s only due to Republican
congressman, senators and governors passing some of the most
repressive voter registration laws,
including voter ID laws and limiting when people can vote. This is
the real disenfranchisement that is
going on.
After the debate, David Axelrod, who led President Obama’s
2008 campaign, said Trump’s
Wednesday night performance
was a disaster. Jake Tapper of
CNN concurred as did most of the
panel that broke down the debate.
Some panelists, pro-Trump supporters, pretended that Trump’s
allegations of widespread voter
fraud and rigged elections is comparable to Al Gore waiting to accept the validity of the 2000 election where the race was extremely
close, Gore having won the popular vote and the electoral count
coming down to Florida. Gore did
concede after the Supreme Court
ruled in favor of George Bush.

The current
Mark Kobzik
This is not the same. Trump is
throwing out wild conspiracies
and has no evidence but what he
reads from the darkest corners of
right wing conspiracy media.
What further disturbed me
was what remained ignored by
these presidential debates. Ranging from climate change to poverty, there was no mention of these
very important topics. Aside from
what the mainstream media might
want you to think, and politicians
will scream to you about, climate
change is far more important than
terrorism. That is a factual statement. One hundred years from
now, terrorism may or not may
not have been dealt with, but climate change will not stop because
the fossil fuels we have been
pumping into our atmosphere will
still have effects regardless. Terrorism is a human threat. It is controllable. Climate change is not. It
is happening. Just how bad it will
hurt us is the question right now.
The other is poverty. From
the 1940s to the 1970s the poverty level in the United States
slowly but surely lowered over
those three decades. According to
the National Poverty Center at the
University of Michigan, the poverty rate in the 1950s was roughly
22 percent. By the 1970s that
number had cut in half to about
11 percent. But then something

happened. In 1980, a new president was elected along with weak
Democrats who would rebrand
themselves as New Democrats
easily giving into the wishes of
Reagan and Bush and their policy
of trickle-down economics. Clinton was elected and further cut
entitlements, doubling extreme
poverty. This poverty rate began
to rise quickly until it tapered off
after the financial crash. Today it
remains at 15 percent.
You would think a topic that
involves millions of Americans
and was the cornerstone of Bernie
Sanders’ campaign would be at
least mentioned. The problem of
income inequality, which hasn’t
been this bad since the Gilded
Age, would be mentioned. But it
wasn’t a central or even tangential
focus. The top one percent have
seen their incomes rise 275 percent since Reagan got into office.
As for the poorest in this country,
their income did not raise more
than 20 percent.
This is what we missed out
on this election cycle. A real
discussion between candidates.
Trump’s antics and psychosis became too demonstrable and terrible not to focus on and Clinton’s
emails, worthy of analysis, became grounds for either complete
conspiracy or ignorance. There
was not a single day in which I
didn’t hear some ridiculous pronouncement by Trump or another
leak about the corruption of Clinton. To say it simply, I was disappointed and so were the American
people. That said, Clinton must
be elected to office. Everything
before this debate and after it has
shown that she is the most qualified candidate available to lead
this nation. Trump is a disaster,
but he will be around for a while.
Vote this Nov. 8 and I urge you to
vote for Clinton.

Letter to the Editor
‘meaningful examinations of culture’
Dear TNH,
As I read the Opinion published in the Thursday, Oct. 13
issue “Discovering Difference”
I couldn’t help but smile. Teaching students Social Justice and
Diversity are incredibly important. You may or may not know
that many of the courses that are
currently taught on these topics
are offered in the Women’s Studies Program and the new social
justice leadership minor. In case
you haven’t studied with us,
Women’s Studies is not the study
of women only. It’s the study of
multiple axes of identity and oppression central to social justice
work such as gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality and class. Our
courses combine politics, history, anthropology, medicine and
law to create deep meaningful
examinations of culture. We use
feminist approaches to talk about
equality and we do it really well.
Many of our classes cover at

least one discovery requirement.
For example our Spring 2017
courses WS 505.1 Intro to LGBTQ+ Studies, WS 505.2 Weight
Matters: An Intro to Fat Studies
and WS 444 Race Matters are all
Inquiry and Historical Perspectives courses.
Women’s Studies is also
home to the new social justice
leadership minor. This minor
engages students in an exploration of policies, power dynamics,
institutions, and structures that
promote and hinder equity and
processes of change required for
social justice. Both WS and the
social justice leadership minor
are multi-disciplinary. There are
also classes throughout the university that you can take to complete the minor.
In the recent “On the Spot”
article with Dean Bostic, she discusses pathways to getting employment after college. Women’s
Studies is committed to experiential and engaged learning op-

portunities which help students
explore the world through internships and research assistant opportunities. Students are encouraged to take the theories they’ve
learned in the classroom and use
them in real life. Our students are
gaining skills through these internships that translate into work
experience and networking for
their job search after college.
Thus, while the current
Discovery requirements don’t
include a Social Justice requirement now, the classes exist. We
hope many TNH readers will join
us this spring to continue your
Social Justice education.
If you have questions or
would like information, please
email us at SJLMinor@unh.edu
and womens.studies@unh.edu
or stop by our office 203 Huddleston Hall.
- Julia Pond
Assistant Coordinator,
Women’s Studies
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Thumbs up

Thumbs down
Thumbs up to celebrities visiting
campus.
Thumbs down to being too busy
to meet them all.

Thumbs up to cool shades.
Thumbs down to getting them
stuck in your hair.

Thumbs up to warm weather.
Thumbs down to already being in
‘fall’ mode when it happens.
Thumbs up to celebrating at
sporting events.
Thumbs down to taking it too far.

Thumbs up to watching cooking
videos online.
Thumbs down to knowing you’ll
never actually make the recipes.

Thumbs up to hayrides.
Thumbs down to hay fever.

Thumbs up to finding a new jam.
Thumbs down to overplaying it
until you hate it.
Thumbs up to Halloween
costumes.
Thumbs down to being indecisive.

Thumbs up/Thumbs down represents the collective opinion of The New Hampshire’s staff and does not necessarily represent the opinion of the student body. But
it more than likely does.
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In defense of Odell Beckham Jr.’s behavior
Let me set the scene. It is
Week 6 of the 2016 NFL season.
The New York Giants are squaring off against the Baltimore
Ravens in East Rutherford, New
Jersey. It is the fourth quarter, Giants are down 20-23, the team sits
at their own 34-yard line and it’s
fourth and one.
The ball is hiked. Quarterback Eli Manning throws the ball
to wide receiver Odell Beckham
Jr., who then proceeds to run
66 yards for the game-winning
touchdown. He then rips off his
helmet and runs down the sideline
while the cameras follow him.
Beckham set a career best with
222-yards receiving for the game.
The next day, his coach and
quarterback call him a distraction. Pundits say he can’t control
his emotions. Bloggers say he’s
overrated. Sunday “experts” hate
him. In a sport like football that

BORKAN

continued from page 16
pre-k and kindergarten soccer. I loved being outside [and]
running around, I wanted to play
soccer so my parents obviously
signed me up. I was probably four
at the time and I just really loved
it. When we started it was co-ed
and you just kind of ran around
and there were flag goals, super
simple. Really just had a lot of
fun, and then grew up playing for
my town [Medfield, Massachusetts]. Really, my grade growing
up all the way through my senior
year of high school, we had a really talented grade, so that made
it a lot of fun... I started playing
goalie pretty early; I used to try
and stand in between the flags
when I was young and there were
no goalies allowed. I used to get
yelled at to go run around. Basically once we got into like [six

volleyball

continued from page 16
at the serving and passing
game.”
Delaware State and UNH
shared two common opponents
this season, Sacred Heart and the
University of Maryland Baltimore
County (UMBC). The Hornets
lost to UMBC three sets to one,
and got swept by Sacred Heart in
three straight sets.
The Wildcats beat UMBC in
straight sets 3-0, but fell to Sacred
Heart three sets to one earlier this
year.
The Hornets hold an 0-22 record and have only won four sets
all season. The struggles of Delaware State provide an opportunity for UNH to built momentum
heading into the final non-conference games of the regular season.
“We have to take care of us,”
Hirschinger said on the matchup
with the Delaware State Hornets.
“We can give experience to players who haven’t had it [yet]and
give them the opportunity to play.”
The strength of Demi Muses, Emily Tanski and Kennedi
Smith upfront, as well the skills of
Keelin Severtson and Sara Carlson may see some rest. Players

values raw emotion and individual statistics, doesn’t that seem
odd? It should. I’ll explain why
Odell Beckham Jr. has become so
loathed in the recent months, and
why he shouldn’t be.
For those who don’t know,
Odell Beckham Jr. is the wide receiver for the New York Giants. If
you look him up on Google he is
the two-finger catching, blondehaired having, net-fighting socalled troublemaker the sports
world loves to focus on. With that
exposure, he is dissected and analyzed whenever he is brought up.
He appears on commercials and
ads everywhere. From the getgo, he is oversaturated. Naturally,
people will become tired of seeing his face due the exposure he
gets. Is that such a bad thing? To
me, no.
He brings exposure to the
game and that’s a good thing.
versus six], I was in the goal for
half and playing on the field for
half and I just kind of stuck with
it.
Q: When you started looking at schools, why did you
choose UNH?
A: I really loved the campus once I got here, and visited
after talking with the coaches a
little bit; I kind of just fell in love
with the school. I was really excited about the direction that the
program was going, I thought
that this could be a place where
I [could] come and really make
an impact which excited me as
a potential recruit, because there
are other places I went that they
had a solid goalkeeper, they had
goalkeepers lined up for three or
four years and just the way that
they recruited me here they made
me really feel like I was someone
that could come in and make an
from the bench will be called upon
to perform.
Players such as Hannah
Petke, Logan Welti and Molly
Wotton, are a few of many that
will be called upon to have a bigger role this weekend.
The Hawks are 13-10 overall and have a 6-1 conference record. The Hawks are 3-3 at home
where they will face off against
the Wildcats. Both teams have
played Navy this season and lost.
This season, the Hawks played
and swept Delaware State 3-0 on
Oct. 14.
“[The Hawks have] a good
shot at the NCAA tournament,
we want to take care of ourselves
on the court,” Hirschinger said.
“We want to get better during this
game.”
After their road trip this
weekend, the Wildcats return to
the Northeast against Stony Brook
Oct. 28 on the road, and then finish their road schedule against
UMBC on Oct. 30.

Want to share
this story? visit
our website at

TNHdigital.com

Love him or hate him, people will
tune in to watch him perform. He
brings that special something to
the table that makes him a mustwatch and for the NFL that is
exactly what it needs. And for
the fans, he adds a narrative that
games sometimes need; a villain
or hero dynamic that is exciting to
watch. He is able to create emo-

tions for people watching a game.
Speaking of emotion, since when
is that a bad thing in football?
If you were able to go on
any podcast, blog or even sports
network I bet you’ll hear the NFL
stands for the No Fun League or
they don’t let the players be themselves anymore. But yet, Beckham is labeled as a distraction.
When Ray Lewis roared like a
lion whenever he made a tackle,
he was labeled as fiery. Whenever
Tom Brady sneaks the ball in for
a touchdown and yells and jumps
about like a caveman, he is labeled as a leader.
People complain that the
players act like robots who say the
same things over and over again.
But when someone like Beckham
Jr. acts out, he is a problem. That
is a glaring inconsistency. Don’t
people want guys like Beckham
Jr. to make the game more enter-

taining? As long as he is backing
up his play on the field, I have no
problem with his actions on, and
off of it.
What it comes down to is
the Terrell Owens factor. In other
words, he fits into the stereotype
of the egotistical wide receiver.
Last time I checked, guys like
Beckham, Owens and Dez Bryant all had the numbers, all were
leaders and all are remembered.
Fast forward many years later
and tell me who you’ll remember
more: Odell Beckham Jr. or Chad
Johnson.

impact and I was super excited
about that opportunity. Super excited about the fact that I could
come to a program that hadn’t
won a championship and hopefully be part of doing that, which
we were fortunate to do. That really drew me, and just the people,
the girls, the team the atmosphere
I felt around the [UNH] Field
House just being here for that
overnight visit. I basically committed the next day after I went
home so I left here with a really
good feeling.

last time I know its going to be a
really hard moment because I’ve
just thoroughly enjoyed my entire
four-year experience here. People
say it but once you’re a Wildcat
you’re a Wildcat for life so I’m
excited to see not only what we
can do with the rest of the season,
but especially with the young
team the direction these girls can
go in going forward and I know
I’ll follow the team for a long
time and for years to come...it’s
just one big family and I’m really
happy to be a part of that.

Q: In your own words,
what does it mean to be a Wildcat?

Q: How do your co-captains, Lilly Radack and Jackie
Feraco, help you become a better captain and just a better
leader of the team overall?

when she gets on the field, she’s a
leader by her performance. She’s
someone that gets stuck in; she’s
always working hard. She makes
really big tackles really big plays
for us. I think that people see that
and that’s one thing I always try
to feed off is her energy and that
attitude of going hard into everything and i think the team does
too. I think [Feraco] is someone
that has a super quiet confidence
about her. She’s a very talented
player and I don’t think she always gets the recognition that she
deserves for that ability. I think
she’s someone that has a lot of
respect within the team. I think
people really look at her and respect the things that she does both
on and off the field... I think those
two are really great examples of
people that just put in the work,
put in the effort and they are rewarded with those leadership
roles because the team respects
that.

let’s make it clare

Daniel Clare

A: I think it’s just putting
forth your best effort everyday
whether it’s in the classroom,
here at the Field House athletically and in the community. Putting
on a UNH jersey brings me a lot
of pride [and] when I do it for the

A: I think one of [Radack’s]
really big strengths is that she is a
performance-based leader. What
I mean by that is she might not
always be the most vocal, but

Daniel is a senior journalism
major. You can find all of Daniel’s columns at TNH’s website,
tnhdigital.com. Daniel is a guest
on the weekly sports radio show
“Wildchats,” on 91.3 FM WUNH
Durham. Follow Dan on Twitter
@DanielEliasNH.

CHINA WONG/STAFF

The Wildcats are 11-10 overall and 4-2 in America East play in 2016. UNH returns to nonconference play this weekend.

Coming up in Wildcat country
Thursday

Women’s soccer vs. Stony Brook 7 p.m.

Friday

Field hockey vs. Vermont 3 p.m.; men’s soccer vs. Umass Lowell 7 p.m.

Saturday

Women’s hockey vs. Clarkson 2 p.m.; men’s hockey vs. Colorado College 7 p.m.
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hockey preview
UNH vs. Colorado College

Saturday at 7 p.m. Whittemore Center in Durham, N.H.
UNH is 1-2; Colorado College is 1-3
The Wildcats look much
better going into this weekend at
the Whittemore Center than they
did when they left.
After a weekend split vs. St.
Lawrence and Clarkson, UNH
hopes to develop a winning
streak, starting with Colorado
College this Saturday night.
The Tigers stand at 1-3
overall, with all games thus far
being against Hockey East opponents such as UMass Lowell and
UMass Amherst. They take on
No. 10 Boston College on Friday
night before meeting the Wildcats the following night.
Colorado College is not the
most competitive opponent the
schedule has to offer for UNH.
Head coach Dick Umile has an
11-1-1 record vs. the Tigers, and
has not lost a matchup to them
since 1997, but it is certainly not
one to look past. A young team
that in every game this season
has been down 2-0 to start the

game, needs to prove that last
game’s 5-3 victory over Clarkson was not a fluke. It starts with
continuing the scoring trend.
Patrick Grasso has stepped
into a scoring role on the third
line with fellow freshmen Brendan van Riemsdyk and Liam
Blackburn. The third line will be
a huge game-changer; if they can
continue producing it will add a
solid compliment to Tyler Kelleher and Ara Nazarain on the first
line.
The Tigers have been in
some high-scoring affairs this
season, including a 8-5 loss to
the Riverhawks and a 7-4 win
over the Minutemen, totaling
12 goals thus far. The Wildcats
will face a number of solid scoring threats, including Branden
Makara. Makara has three points
including two goals and an assist
in four games this season. Along
with Makara, Alex Berardinelli
and Bryce Van Horn lead the
charge at three points overall as

well.
With Danny Tirone and
Adam Clark still battling for
a starting position, it’s unsure
who will get the call on Saturday
night. But the fact still remains,
the netminding has to be stout,
and a matchup vs. the Tigers, a
game that historically favors the
Wildcats, will provide a great
opportunity to establish a dominant netminding presence heading into the Hockey East slate
next weekend.
For more information, visit
unhwildcats.com.

JOE SACCO

For live updates of
Saturday’s game,
follow Brian Dunn
on Twitter
@bdunny17
CHINA WONG/STAFF
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Wildcat gameday
UNH vs. Towson University

Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
Johnny Unitas Stadium in Towson, Md.
UNH is 4-3, 3-1 in CAA; Towson is 1-5, 0-3 in CAA
Key Matchup: the Wildcat pass defense vs. the Tigers’ passing attack
Led by sophomore quarterback Ellis Knudson, the Towson University Tigers have the
second best passing offense in
the Colonial Athletic Association (CAA). Towson’s offense
is built around its big offensive
line and running game, but due
to game circumstances they have
averaged 237 passing yards per
game. Knudson relies heavily on
his two senior receivers Andre
Dessenberg and Christian Summers, who have each hauled in a
team-high 34 passes this season.
Summers also leads the Tigers
with 633-yards receiving and
three touchdowns.
After allowing James Madison University to throw for four
touchdowns last weekend at
Wildcat Stadium, senior captain
Casey DeAndrade and the UNH
secondary will look to bounce
back against the Tigers. Towson,
like JMU, is a run-ﬁrst team, but
the Wildcats allow the second
most passing yards per game to
opponents in the CAA. DeAndrade and the young UNH secondary will look to make some
big stops on third down this
week, as they struggled to do so
against the Dukes.

CHINA WONG/ STAFF

The UNH defense reacts to the snap on Saturday afternoon in Durham. Jared Kuehl (58) had six tackles in the loss.

Impact Player: Casey DeAndrade

Four Quarters

UNH rushing attack
The Wildcats’ worst day running the football
coincided with their best passing day of the season.
Senior running back Dalton Crossan ran for a seasonlow 35 yards on 13 carries last week. Meanwhile,
Trevon Bryant has not played the last two weeks due
to turf toe but head coach Sean McDonnell expects
him to play at Towson. Bryant ran for 95 yards and a
touchdown on Oct. 1 versus William & Mary, the last
game he played in.

UNH passing offense
Sophomore Trevor Knight threw for 314 yards
against JMU before he left with a ‘burner’ in his
throwing shoulder, according to McDonnell. Knight
would have returned if it weren’t for the stellar play
of senior Adam Riese in the fourth quarter. The offense will look to pass less this week, 70 attempts
versus JMU is a school record, but they should feel
more conﬁdent passing after big days from wide receivers Malik Love and Neil O’Connor, as well as
tight end Jordan Powell.

Towson rushing attack
Since senior Darius Victor went down with a
season-ending toe injury against Richmond on Oct.
1, freshman running back DeShaun Wethington has
taken hold of the starting job. After getting 13 carries versus Stony Brook, the same amount as redshirt
freshman Shane Simpson, Wethington ran rampant
for 145 yards and a touchdown on 27 carries Saturday at Dartmouth College. UNH boasts the fourthbest run defense in the CAA in 2016, holding opponents to 138 rushing yards per game.
Towson passing offense
Knudson has started at quarterback for the Tigers in the last four contests, throwing for a careerhigh 305 yards last week at Dartmouth. After struggling last week, the UNH defense will attempt to
break up the connection between Knudson and Summers. The Wildcats have not recorded an interception since senior linebacker Ryan Farrell intercepted
a William & Mary pass attempt on Homecoming
Weekend on Oct. 1.

Coach Mac’s Take:
“[Knight]’s fine. He’s practicing, he had
what they call a burner. He could’ve came
back in last Saturday... He’ll be ready to go
[against Towson].”

Head coach Sean McDonnell

The UNH defense looks to
DeAndrade for leadership. Last
week, DeAndrade was beat multiple times in what snowballed into
a poor performance from the secondary. A return to form for the
cornerback could be instrumental
for a Wildcat victory.
“He’s probably our best allaround football player in everything he does,” coach McDonnell said about his captain. “He’s
a great leader… Fearless back
there, wants to do everything.”
DeAndrade will most likely
line up across from Summers often on Saturday, as he typically
covers the opposition’s number one target. With the likes of
freshman Pop Lacey and Prince
Smith Jr. starting in the secondary, DeAndrade continues to
lead by example through his

STATof theDAY

10

Rushing yards
Dalton Crossan
needs to eclipse
2,000 in his
career.

tough play. He is fourth on the
team in tackles with 37 and is tied
with Smith Jr. with eight passbreakups and two interceptions to
lead UNH. The senior also returns
punts for the ‘Cats.

TNH Picks
Brian Dunn, Sports Editor: 32-28, UNH
Zack Holler, Sports Editor: 30-21, UNH
Allie Bellucci, Executive Editor: 26-16, UNH
Ben Nawn, Staff Writer: 27-20, UNH
Sam Rogers, Staff Writer: 24-10, UNH
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On the SPOT

with UNH women’s soccer goalkeeper

co-captain Mimi Borkan
Mimi Borkan is a senior statistics
major. The following is an edited
and condensed version of the interview conducted by Sports Editor
Brian Dunn. For more on Borkan,
check out the full interview online
at:

TNHdigital.com
COURTESY OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS
Q: What are your general
thoughts on the season so far
and how has the senior experience been for you?
A: You know I think as a senior it’s really flown by faster than
it even has any of the other years.
We’ve played some really good
soccer, we’ve had some good results; we’ve had some results that
we wish we could get back and
turnaround, but I think for the

most part we’ve been pleased with
the way we’ve been playing...I
think we are really bonding as a
team and that always makes a season a lot more fun, a lot more successful and it goes by a lot quicker.
Q: As a goalkeeper, what
do you do differently in terms
of preparing for a game? What
goes through your mind as a
goalkeeper during game preparation?

A: I think it’s different because everyday at training, and
in the warm-ups, there’s only
[maximum] four of us: our goalkeeper coach and then the three
[goalkeepers]. It’s always a small
group. We’re all competitive and
everyday we push each other. I
think it’s just more an accountability thing, I think all of us have a
lot of pride in what we do. We’re
always trying to make more clean

catches and make more saves than
each other and that really pushes
us [differently than] when you’re
a forward or defender, you’re typically in a group of 25 people... I
am a very detail-oriented person so when we go through the
scout I pick up details especially
about their attacking personalities
more so than some of my other
teammates. I am always looking
at numbers, and what people’s
strengths are just so I can be best

prepared. Always taking a look
at especially if they’ve had any
penalty kicks or anything like that
where its really my situation. Defensive coners and free kicks I really focus in on that.
Q: What made you get into
soccer? When did you start
playing?
A: I think I grew up in a town
where pretty much one played

BORKAN continued on page 13
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Wildcats ready for weekend road test
By SAM ROGERS
STAFF WRITER
With an 11-10 overall record,
the UNH Wildcats have two nonconference games before heading
into round two of America East
play. The ‘Cats will square off
against Delaware State on Friday,
Oct. 21 and the University of
Maryland Eastern Shore on Saturday, Oct. 22, both on the road.
After losing two straight
games to Binghamton and Albany, UNH looks to the weekend to
get back on its feet.
“We played really well last
week, we didn’t make any mistakes we just ran into a hot Binghamton team and a good Albany
team,” head coach Jill Hirsch-

inger said.
The games may not hold
conference importance, but for a
team struggling to find its stride
as the season winds down, every
game matters.
“Conference games matter,
that’s what’s important,” Hirschinger said. “But we want to get
better every time we step on the
court.”
After 21 games this season,
and plenty of years of experience at the helm of the program,
Hirschinger knows how to fix her
team’s play and this year is no different.
“We just need to work
harder, work harder off the ball,
we’re too hesitant,” Hirschinger
said. “Everyone has to take care
of their job. We need to get better
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Junior outside hitter Courtney Bowman attempts a spike in a matchup vs. Northeastern.

